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Content/T opic / Big Question:
ii:i,; cioes ener$/ flow through the
e;o1,-stems?

Learning Outcomes:
IE 7.3 Evaluate biogeochemical cycles

ii,;ater, carbon, and nilrogenJ as

i'epresentations of energy flow and the
'cline of matter throu

Learning Tasks:
Do the students understand the parts of
the carbon rycle?
Do the students understand the order of
the carbon cycle?
Can the students make connections to
producers, consumers, decomposers
and horv they influence the carbon

cle?
Cross-Curricular Competencies and/or Multiple Intelligences:

Prerequisite Learning:
what is an ecosystem, consumer, producer, photosynthesis, and decomposer

Type of lesson:

Explain

Instructional Strategies:
-PowerPoint fvisual and spoken)
-worksheet

Indicators:
b) Model the carbon rycle to illustrate how
matter cycles through ecosystems.

Preconceptions:



Presentation

Setllntroduction (1 0 minutes)
1. Set up presentation
2. Get students attention

Development (40 minutes)
1. Start slide show
2. Hand out booklet
3. Have students work on

booklet
4. If they finish early have them

partner up to discuss
answers.

Closure
1, If everyone is done take up

rvorksheets as a class
?. If many or all are not done

more time may need to be
given next class

3. If most are done than the
remainder need to be
finished for homework

Classroom Management
Strategies

L. Do before class
starts

2. "if you can hear me
roar like a
dinosaur"

1. Speak slowly!!
2. have Amy or a

student help
3. circulate classroom
4. students need to

work quietly and
away from those
still working

1. ask students for
answers, elaborate
when needed

2. discuss with Adam
3. write on homework

board

Adaptive
Dimensions

3. Paxon may
need more
help, check
on him
often, if he
is really
not getting
the
assignment
have Amy
workwith
him.

Safety:

Resources:
-http://www.geography4kids.com/files/cycles-carbon.html (fill in the blank)
-http://www.brooklyn.cuny.edu/web/aca_centers_casegkl?/3CarbonCycle.pdf
fdiasraml

Assessment:
-formative assessment with discussing the answers
-if students seem to really understand the material assignment can be brought in as a

summative assessment



Erfates

Ilcflecfionc:

Professional Development Plan

Professional Target: assessment

Steps to Achieve Target:
7. Explained the material well ftalked slowJ
2. Explained the handout completely
3. Answered any questions that the students have
4. Circulated the classroom to help students
5. If a pattern occurs with one questions being challenging discuss it with class

as awhole. ,

Instructions for the Observer:
L. Are the students understandingthe carbon cycle?
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2. Are the students making the connection between the carbon cycle and their
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Data Collection:
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Write a 1-4 under each column for each student.

1-ngt-unde,rstanding
2-beiogfo dnderstand
3-understanding
4-needs to be more challenged

Studenfs
name

FiIl in the
blank
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The Carbon Cycle

#
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What is carbon?

S 
C"tUo,t is a chemical represented by the letter 'c'.

"<; carbon is also one of tlre rnost

Jt+ important dremicals in the,X world?

Carbon is uftat all living organisns are made of.

it*
t);\a

What is Carbon Dioxide?

H::,:,?fl',ffi';(hemica'| Q-c:0
). Carbon dioxide is importantfor

- L -- , Plants to live' 
"o,, i. \^/

Carbon dioxide is what ".F=
humans and animals ; -
breathe out. But it is also what

plants breathe in.
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Can humans and animals
breathe in COz?

Plants need COr to suwi\€,
brrt it creates the opposite
e-ffect for humans and
animals.

Too much CO2 can harm a
perSon.

5,r . i ' 
I

What do humans rleed to
breathe?

Humans and animals need

orygen to breathe.

! li'':, . plantstaketheCO2thatwe
"- / --' breatheoutandthrough

photosynthesis, the plants breathe
out orygen that we need.

What else can create CO2?

. Factories

. Decaying animals and plants

. Animal waste
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Summary of the Carbon Cycle

Carbon Cycle

/ 
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What happens to the
remaining carbon?

It remains in the plants.

:r-ffi;rHr..,^--. I

The consumer than ab3orbs the
carbon, allowing the animal to
live.

Can be turned into
fossils or fossil fuels

Eventually the
plant gets eaten by
a first level
consumer.

When the first level
consumer is eaten by a
second level consumer,
some of the carbon is
passed on.



The Carbon Cycle Workbook
Using the words below fill in the blanks to understand the carbon
cycle. Each word is only used once.

-carbon dioxide molecules
-Earth -photosynthesis
-layers -slower
-Life -carbon
-Non -eat

-release -surface
-Oxygen -plants

- fixed -recycling
-atmosphere -cycle

-dead
-Sun

-reused
-energy

The Carbon Cycle
Carbon (C) is the basis of on Earth. Scientists consider
99.9o/o of all organisms on the planet to be based life.
Those organisms need carbon to survive. Whether the carbon is
in the form of a sugar or carbon dioxide gas, we all need it.
Unlike energy, carbon is continuously cycled and
The Earth only has a amount of carbon.
cycle is the ultimate form of _ .

Start With Plants

The carbon

Plants are a good
cycle on _

starting point when looking at the carbon
. Plants have a process called

that enables them to take carbon dioxide
out of the atmosphere and combine it with water. Using the
energy of the _, plants make sugars and oxygen
molecules. All of the non-photosynthetic creatures on the
planet use the . Every creature on the planet uses the
sugars and starches created by

Then Animals Eat The Plants
Animals are the photosynthetic creatures of the planet.
They are not able to create their own food, Instead, they eat
plants or other animals. The sugars and starches they
are broken down by a process of metabolism. The results are



for the creature, water,
and . The carbon dioxide
then returns to the
again.

where the plants use it

Who Eats The Animals?
There are also decomposers involved in the carbon
TheybreakdownorganicmaterialsuchaS-animals,
poop, or leaves. Decomposers are able to break down the
chemical compounds inside the body. They also carbon
dioxide as well as methane.

Sometimes the decomposers don't break down organic
material.Therearegreatoilfieldsunderthe-thatare
made of plants that did not decompose millions of years ago,
There are also of rock made of millions of creatures
who had shells. One day this carbon will return to the everyday
carbon cycle, but geological processes are much
than living processes.
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The Carbon Cycle Workbook
Using the words below fi11 in the blanks to understand the carbon

rycle. Each word is only used once.

-ca rbon dioxide molecules
-Earth -photosynthesis
-layers -slower
-Life -carbon - fixed -recycling

-atmosphere -cycle

-dead
-Sun

-reused

-release
-Oxygen

-surface
-plants

-Non -eat -energy

The Carbon Cycle
Carbon (C) is the basis of life on Earth. Scientists consider
99.9o/o of all organisms on the planet to be carbon based life.
Those organisms need carbon to survive. Whether the carbon is
in the form of a sugar or carbon dioxide gds, we all need it.
Unlike energy, carbon is continuously cycled and reused. The
Earth only has a fixed amount of carbon. The carbon cycle is
the ultimate form of recycling.

Start With Plants
Plants are a good stafting point when looking at the carbon
cycle on Earth. Plants have a process called
photosynthesis that enables them to take carbon dioxide out of
the atmosphere and combine it with water. Using the energy of
the Sun, plants make sugars and oxygen molecules. All of the
non-photosynthetic creatures on the planet use the oxygen.
Every creature on the planet uses the sugars and starches
created by plants.

Then Animals Eat The Plants
Animals are the non-photosynthetic creatures of the planet.
They are not able to create their own food. Instead, they eat
plants or other animals. The sugars and starches they eat are
broken down by a process of metabolism. The results are
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3re'g!/ for the creature, water, and carbon dioxide molecules.
The carbon dioxide then returns to the atmosphere where the
plants use it again.

Who Eats The Animals?
There are also decomposers involved in the carbon cycle. They
break down organic material such as dead animals, poop, or
leaves. Decomposers are able to break down the chemical
compounds inside the body. They also release carbon dioxide
as well as methane.

Sometimes the decomposers don't break down organic
material. There are great oil fields under the surface that are
made of plants that did not decompose millions of years ago.
There are also layers of rock made of millions of creatures who
had shells. One day this carbon will return to the everyday
carbon cycle, but geological processes are much slower than
living processes.



THE CARBON CYGLE

_1_ Root respiration

_Z_Arganic Carbon

_3_ Sunlight

_4_ Auto and factory emissions

_5_ Animal respiration

_6_ Decay organisms

_7_ Ocean Uptake

_8_ Plant respiration

_9_ Fossils and fossil fuels

*10_ Organic Carbon

_1i_ Photosynthesis



Image from:
htF: nqrv.rvindows2universe.ordearth/climate/images/carboncycle_smjpg



Based on the diagram on the pervious page answer the following questions

1. What does photosynthesis have to do with the carbon cycle?

2. What happens to the dead animals/plants?

3. Do factories make a difference in the carbon cycle?

4. What part do consumers have in the carbon cycle?

5. What part do decomposers have in the carbon rycle?

6. What part do producers have in the carbon cycle?
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Based on the diagram on the pervious page answer the following questions

1. What does photosynthesis have to do with the carbon cycle?

Photosynthesis occurs when carbon dioxide is absorbed by the plant. Using energy from the sun, the
plant turns the carbon dioxide into oxygen, which is released back into the atmosphere. The carbon
remains inside the plant until the plant is eaten by a consumer, or dies. lf the plant dies, it releases the
carbon back into the dirt, which will add nutrients to other plants.

2. What happens to the dead animals/plants?
The carbon that is in dead plants or animals can be eaten by scavengers, or decomposers. However, if
the dead plant or animal is not eaten than the plant will release the carbon back into the ground to be
absorbed by plants in the area.

3. Do factories make a difference in the carbon cycle?
Factories produce a lot of carbon dioxide, making it harder for the plants to keep up in producing oxygen
for humans and animals to breathe. lf there is too much carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, it can be
difficult for humans and animals to breathe.

4. What part do consumers have in the carbon cycle?
Consumers eat the plants that are filled with carbon. They also produce carbon dioxide that the plants
need to survive. Once the consumer leaves waste, the carbon from the waste enters the ground
allowing plants to absorb the carbon. When the consumer dies, the remaining carbon is likely given to
the decomposer that is eating it.

5. What part do decomposers have in the carbon cycle?
Decomposers eat the dead/dying plants and animals that have carbon; they also release carbon dioxide
that the plants need to survive. Decomposers die, leaving behind the remaining carbon to enter the soil
where it will be absorbed by plants.

5. What part do producers have in the carbon cycle?
Producers are the most important part of the carbon cycle. Without producers carbon dioxide could not
be absorbed, which means that photosynthesis would not happen. There would be no carbon, without
producers, Earth would not be able to sustain life without the carbon cycle that is led by producers.


